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1 Introduction 

Delta oxcitations play a prominent role in intermediate heavy reactions (£"LAI3 > 600 

McV-A). The dccay pions of the initial excited delta states leave the reaction zone only 

after several recaptures into delta states, thereby contributing strongly to the cquilibriza-

tion of the system. Consequently most models which describe the time development of 

lieavy ion reactions in this energy region have bccu cxtcntcd to incorporate delta and pion 

degrees of freedom (i.c BUU [l], QMD [2] etc.). 

Beside the heavy ion reaction itself this models can be used also for the study of other 

reactions which require the cxphcit treatment of deltas and pions. In this contribution 

wc will comment on calculations done for pion-, photon- and nucleon-nucleus reactions 

using the Boltzinanu-Uehling-Ulileiibcck (BUU) model[1，3] and the antisymmetrized 

molecular dynamics (AMD) model [4]. 

First we recall how to includc delta degrees in microscopic models in general. Then wc 

present the comparison of experimental data and our microscopic calculation, discussing 

what we can learn about Uic delta rcsonancc or, generally speaking, about delta and pion 

dynamics in these models. In case of pion- and pliotoiトnuclcus reactions we uso the BUU 

model. For tlic study of nuclcon-nuclcus reaction wc use the AMD model, explaining how 

wc included delta degrees of I'rccclom, sincc this has not been done before. 

2 Deltas in microscopic models 

For intcrincdiate energy collisions Ei;ib > GOO McV -A inelastic channels open in the ele-

mentary niiclcon-iiudcon proccss. The first channel to open is the pion production. 

As it is kown lroin one boson exchange model calculations for the elementary N N —> 

NN7r proccss [5] the pion production proceeds mainly through ail cxcitation of a delta 

slate. Diagramms with au cxcitatiou of an off shell uuclcon arc only important for energies 

near the threshold. 

To includc' the pion production into the collision part of the microscopic theory we 

cut the NN 一 iV」V丌 reaction into two s teps:1)NN — iVA reaction and 2 ) 厶— N i r 

decay. This is possible sincc the delta dccay width into pions is nearly 100%. 

Besides the cross scction for this proccss wc have to take into account a mass distri-

bution for the intermediate cxcitecl delta resonance to simulate the produced pion and 

nuclcon inomeiituni spcctruin correctly. Wc thereby simulate the contribution of off shell 

deltas to the cross scction. 

By including also the reverse processes N A —> N N and 7rN — A wc get a consistent 

picture of the delta and pion dynamics for microscopic models. I.e., choosing this collision 
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Figure 1 :To ta l absorption cross section for 
7T+ on 12C, 5CFe ancl 2 0 9Bi as a function of 
the pion energy: Calculation w i th different 
descriptions for the AN — NN reaction. 
(See [3] for details.) Experimental data are 
from Ref. [8]. 
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prescription the pion absorption process is fixed too; namely 1 ) i rN — A and 2) NA — 
NN lead to a pion absorption. 

Besides the inclusion of the delta resonance in the collision part i t also has to be 
included into the mean field part of the theory. Normally this is clone by treating the 
delta as heavy nucleon ancl propagating it in the same mean field as the nucleons. In 
more refined calculations different mean potentials for deltas and nucleons are used (s. 
Rcf. [6] and Sec. 3.3). 

3 Comparison with experiments 

3.1 Pion-nucleus reactions 

Pion-nuclcus reactions have been studied intensively since pion beams have bccomc avail-
able, especially for exploring the delta resonance in the nuclcar medium, which plays a 
dominant role in this reaction. Up to now the pion absorption process has not yet been 
fully understood [7]. So wc reexamined the pion reaction data on heavy nuclci for inclusive 
cross sections using the B U U model [3]. 

In F i g .1 we show the dcpcndence of the pion absorption cross scction on the incident 
pion energy for different masses in comparison wi th experimental data from Rcf. [8]. 

Especially in the rcsonancc region (TK « 16bMeV) and also at lower pion energies the 
experimental data can be reproduced rather well. At higher energies wc overestimate the 
cross sections for heavier target masses. The origin of this deficiency may be in the cascadc 
description itself. We find that for c c n t r a l ( j , B i ) collisions the absorption cross scction 
even increases wi th pion energy bccausc the decay pion is shifted down in energy towards 
resonance values, such that the probabil i ty for the dccay pion to escape the nucleus again 
(inclastic scattering) is very small at higher energies. Wc want to point out that also 
other models especially derived for pion-nuclcar reactions cannot describe the absorption 
data at high pion energies (s. Ref. [9]). 
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Figure 2: Photoproduct ion of ir° on 
2 0 8Pb and 12C compared w i th experi-
mental data. (Explainat ion s. Text . ) 
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Figure 3: Pl iotoproduct ion of 7r° on 2 0 9Pb, 
total cross section per nucleoli: Elementary 
cross section on a free nucleon (dot ted), the 
cross section w i th Fermi mot ion of the nu-
clcons (dash-clotted), the cross section w i th 
Fermi mot ion and Pauli blocking (dal l ied) 
and Lhe results of the ful l calculation, in-
cluding absorption of the produced mesons 
(solid). 

The more exclusive (ir, 2p&:3p) reaction (not shown) can be described for all masses 
and incident pion energies. For the total and differential cross section (not shown) wc 
get a good description of the experimental data, whereas underestimating the inelastic 
scattering cross scction at large target masses and higher pion energies, conf i rming the 
picture that at higher pion energies too few pious arc scattered inelastically. 

3.2 Photon p ion product ion at the nucleus 

We studied the photon induced pion product ion in the resonance energy region w i th the 
B U U model [10]. Again this reaction is dominated by an excitation of a delta resonance 
in the nucleus. To calculate the cross scction for the A(7，7r) reaction w i th the B U U 
model we use the elementary N(7’7r)N cross sections to determine the in i t ia l d ist r ibut ion 
of either pioris or deltas as ail in i t ia l stage of the reaction calculation. The f inal state 
interactions are then determined by the collision term in the B U U model. 

The results-of our calculations for neutral piori photoproduct ion are shown in fig. 2. 
For this study the l ight nuclcus 12C was choscn as well as the heavy 2 0 8Pb. In both eases 
the calculatcd total cross sections overestimate Llic data at the peak energy of the A 
resonance ancl decrease faster at higher and lower energies. 

In order to investigate why the calculations show a more pronounced resonance struc-
ture than the data first the influence of the different medium effccts on the tota l cross 
section was analyzed, see fig. 3. The strong resonance structure in the free photopro-
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duction cross scction is smeared out for nucici due to Fermi motion, but is sti l l clcarly 
visible. Pauli blocking then strongly suppresses the quasifi.ee photoproduction at lower 
energies thus shift ing the effective production threshold up by more than 50 MeV. The 
absorption lowers the cross section by another factor of 3, but does not change its shape 
significantly. The deficiency of the calculations at photon energies above the A rcsonancc 
could thus be due to an ovcrcstimation of the 7r-absorption at high energies. This is 
in agreement wi th calculations presented in See. 3.1. Alternatively, the suppression of 
a resonance structure in the data for 7r° "pliotoproduction on nucici might be a hint for 

a strong broadening of the resonance structure due to medium effects. Experiments on 
photoabsorption [11，12] show an increase of the effective A wid th ; note, however, that 
the experimentally determined w id th contains the cfFcct of the Fermi motion. 

3.3 Inelastic proton scattering 

In both the inclastic proton scattering and the (p,n) chargc exebange reaction the cxci-
tation of the delta resonance can be observed clcarly in the experimental data. The mass 
of tlie delta seems to be shifted in the (p,n) reaction whereas this shift is not observed 
in (p，p,) reactions and also not in inelastic electron scattering (s. discussion in [13]). We 
use the A M D model for the study of (p,p，）reactions sincc in the A M D the groundstate of 
nuclei arc described very well [14] and, in addition, the A M D has been shown to dcscribc 
the experimental data for the (p’p’）reaction at lower energies ( E i ^ < 200 McV) quite 

well [15]. 
To apply the A M D model at higher energies we extended the original A M D model[4] 

in a first step to include also delta degrees of freedom. In the same way as in the orig-
inal A M D model we describe the nuclear many body system by a Slater determinant of 
Gaussian wave packcts as 

小 ⑶ = c l e t [ e x p { - K ^ - Z i / ^ X a X j ) } ^ ⑴ 

where tlie complex variables Z = {Zi} are the ccntcrs of the wave packets and x ^ the 
spin and isospin wave function. For the treatment of delta states wc use isospin 3 /2 and 
spin 3/2 wave functions x^/2- The time development of Z is then determined by Uic 
tiine-clcpcndent variational principle and the two baryon collision processes. Besides tlic 
NN elastic collision we introduce NN ^ NA reactions in tlie A M D in accordance wi th 
the general concept explained in Sec. 2，using cross sections derived from experimental 

data as clone in Rcf. [1]. 
For the delta-nucleon potential we use a nuclcon density (p/v) dependent zero range 

Skyrme force 
仏vA(r",i、A) = S(vN — vA)[a + 一

1

( 2 ) 

wi th parameters a, b, r cliooscn to reproduce U^(pQ) = —30McV for infiutc nuclcar matter. 
In Fig. 4 the results for the 12C(p’p’）reaction at E\lxh = 800 MeV are shown. For 

0 = 1 5 ° both delta peak and quasichistic peak arc seen in the experimental data. The 
ratio and the absolute values are reproduced well in the A M D calculation, point ing to a 
correct treatment of the delta dynamics in the extended A M D . Also the data for bigger 
angles, which arc sensitive to the angle clcpcndciicc of the NN clastic cross scction，arc 

reproduced well. 
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Figure 4: A M D calculation for the (p,p，) 

reaction for angles 0 = 1 5 ° , 40° and 60° 

at E'lab = 800 MeV. Experimental data arc 
from Ref. [16] ( 0 = 40° and 60°) and Ref. 
[17](㊀=15°). 
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4 Summary 
In Summary we lincl that microscopic models which incorporate delta and pion degrees of 
freedom as described in Sec. 2 can reproduce the experimental data for pion, gamma ancl 
proton induced reactions in the delta energy region quite well. This is independent of the 
model. Therefore fchis models can be used to study more exclusive processes. We plan to 
study the origin of the delta mass shift in (p,n) reactions wi th the extended A M D model. 
In addit ion the reported results give confidence that the pion and delta dynamics are 
treated correctly when applying this models to the more complicated situation of heavy 
ion reactions. 
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